Local interests change sharply after the energy booms that began in 2003, when hydraulic fracturing spurred extraction of formerly uneconomic oil and gas reserves. Support for conservative interests rises and Republican political candidates gain votes after booms, leading to a near doubling in the probability of a change in incumbency. All of this change occurs at the expense of Democrats. Voting records of U.S. House members from boom districts become sharply more conservative across a wide range of issues, including issues unrelated to energy policy. At the level of the individual, marginal candidates skew their voting behavior somewhat toward more conservative causes, but generally not enough to maintain power. Thus, even when the stakes are high and politicians risk losing power, ideology trumps ambition.
INTRODUCTION
How do changes in electoral preferences translate into changes in political outcomes?
Political theory has contrasted two ways in which a democratic political system might respond to sharp shifts in voter preferences. At one extreme, electoral competition may force politicians themselves to alter their voting behavior toward the new median voter's preferred outcomes (Downs, 1957; Calvert, 1985) . This view implies large changes in the voting behavior of individual politicians but small changes in election outcomes. At the other extreme, politicians may hold fast to their ideology, either because of principle or because their past votes make it hard to credibly commit to voters that they would support different policies (Alesina, 1988) .
This alternative would imply large changes in election outcomes but small changes in the voting behavior of individual politicians. In this paper we design a series of tests to identify how changes in electoral preferences affect political outcomes.
Identifying the effect of changes in electoral preferences on political outcomes is empirically challenging, because electoral preferences are not randomly assigned. Any number of omitted variables could be correlated with both electoral preferences and political outcomes (e.g. wealth). To make progress towards addressing these endogeneity issues, we focus our analysis on events that have caused among the largest electoral preference shifts in the last decade in the American political system: shale discoveries. We use this large and exogenous shock to voter interests from the shale discoveries of the 2000s to trace out empirically how the political equilibrium responds. These shocks provide significant variation in electoral preferences across congressional districts and over time. The booms stem from hydraulic fracturing ("fracking"), a new technology that allowed energy companies to exploit previously uneconomic shale oil and gas reserves. Following these shale booms, support for local 1 politicians shifts toward Republican candidates, and the voting behavior of elected politicians becomes sharply more conservative across a wide range of issues. However, almost all changes in this voting behavior result from voters electing new politicians: politicians who face sharp changes in the preferences of their electorate lose their jobs rather than change their votes. Figure 1 illustrates the magnitude of the electoral shift. We plot over time the share of Republican House members for Congressional districts that had shale booms, compared with those never experiencing such booms. The contrast is stark: shale drilling started in 2003, and by 2012 over 80% of House seats were filled by Republicans in boom areas, up from less than 50% in 1996. In non-shale districts from the same states, however, there is no trend: Republicans hold about half of the seats across the whole period. On balance, political change associated with shale development represents among the most significant changes in the U.S. political system in the last decade. Specifically, shale development is associated with 17 congressional seats changing control from Democrats to Republicans, accounting for nearly half of the Republican majority in congress as of 2015.
Our empirical analysis has two components. First, we demonstrate that local support for Republican candidates increases following shale booms. Focusing on the seven states that have had large booms, we estimate that the Republican vote share increases in U.S. House elections, U.S. Senate elections, U.S. Presidential elections, and state gubernatorial elections. In all four election types, we find conditioning on party matters: the effect is driven by situations in which the incumbent local office holder is a Democrat, meaning that voters support a switch from a Democrat to a Republican after booms. And, consistent with these voting patterns, we find that the probability of a change in incumbency increases sharply following shale booms. The magnitude of the effect is large economically: overall, when a county moves from its pre-boom 2 to post-boom years, the probability of a change in incumbency rises by 13 percentage points, a near doubling relative to the unconditional rate of change in incumbency (16 percent). Even more striking, this result is driven by losses for Democrat incumbents, whose probability of losing incumbency increases by almost 23 percentage points. We find no effect of shale booms on incumbency when Republicans hold office.
Second, we analyze interest group ratings at the level of the individual office holder. We consider the ratings coming from three conservative groups and four liberal groups. The conservative groups represent business interests (the U.S. Chamber of Commerce), low tax/small government (the National Taxpayers Union), and conservative causes generally (the American Conservative Union). The liberal groups represent the interests of labor unions (the Committee on the Political Education of the AFL-CIO), civil rights (the American Civil Liberties Union), the environment (the League of Conservation Voters), and liberal causes generally (the Americans for Democratic Action). Following shale booms, ratings for Congressional office holders increase from the three conservative groups and decrease from the four liberal ones.
These changes suggest not only that the political interests of the median voter have shifted, but also that the changes in political attitudes stemming from one kind of shock (energy development) may spill over into other arenas (civil rights, labor policies, tax policies).
This second approach, which exploits individual rather than geographical data, allows us to contrast variation at the extensive margin (between office holders) with variation at the intensive margin (within office holders). The comparison is striking in that almost all of the changes come at the extensive margin. For example, when we control for individual fixed effects in our regressions (rather than just geographical effects) there is almost no change in the voting patterns on either conservative or liberal issues. It is worth emphasizing that this non-3 result is based not on a lack of statistical power but on big declines in coefficient estimates.
Thus, at least in our setting, ideology trumps ambition.
We also test whether politicians' voting response to shale booms depends on seniority, on political party, or on the closeness of prior elections, and find little evidence that it does. One explanation for a politician's lack of flexibility stems from reputational lock-in. Having staked out a certain position, it may be hard or even impossible to signal credibly a change to voters (Stratmann, 2000) . The power of such reputational lock-in ought to grow with seniority. We report some evidence consistent with this idea, although the estimated interaction between the advent of booms and seniority on within-individual voting patterns is not robust across reasonable ways to measure seniority. Neither do we find compelling evidence that Democrats who survive the shale booms alter their voting behavior. Finally, we find some evidence that marginal candidates alter their behavior, using the closeness of past elections to isolate politicians with the greatest incentive to cater to shifting local interests, but again this evidence is not robust.
Our paper contributes to the debate over the importance of interest groups, institutional factors and ideology in shaping political outcomes. The interest-group approach emphasizes that long-run changes in political outcomes depend on the relative strength and bargaining power of underlying interest groups (e.g., Olsen, 1965; Stigler, 1971; Peltzman 1976 Peltzman , 1989 Irwin and Kroszner, 1998; Kroszner and Strahan, 1999) . Consistent with this view, we find large increases in the strength of conservative and business interests after the shale booms and a big increase in support for Republicans, which leads to large changes in incumbency. Thus, changes in the economic interests of the median voter affect political outcomes because winners of elections change (the extensive margin).
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But we also show the importance at the individual level of a fixed ideology that seems to dominate the voting behavior of politicians. Rather than chase the median voter, they do not seem to be affected much by changes in the views of their constituencies. At this level, our results are consistent with Poole and Rosenthal (1996) , who emphasize the importance of ideology, arguing that U.S. Senators from the same state and party often end up on opposite sides of the same vote. This pattern emerges consistently throughout the history of the U.S. Senate but is hard to explain based on interest-group factors, since such factors are common for Senators from the same state and party. Consistent with this view, Levitt (1996) shows that more than 60% of explained variation in Senate roll-call votes can be explained by a persistent, individual effect ("ideology"). Nelson (2002) applies a similar approach and finds that that ideology is even more important in explaining the Senate votes on environmental issues. Lee, Moretti, and Butler (2004) find that a shift in the electoral strength for one of the parties in a Congressional district does not affect policy choices of the nominees in that district: voters elect policies by supporting politicians who share their ideology, rather than affecting politicians' choices. Our results go further: we show that ideology is important even when the stakes are at their highestwhen incumbent politicians risk losing power.
Our results also identify an important factor that can influence broad-based political change: positive economic shocks linked to energy development. This relates to a large literature which has sought to identify the drivers of political change. Montalvo (2011) documents that terrorist attacks influence political outcomes, while Madestam, Shoag, Veuger, and Yanagizawa-Drott (2013) document that protests affect elections. DellaVinga and Kaplan (2007) find that media bias has an important effect on election outcomes. Levitt and Snyder (1997) show that federal spending in congressional districts has a significant effect on election 5 outcomes. Several studies use voting on California ballot initiatives to infer what drives political change. Consistent with our results, Kahn and Matsusaka (1997) , for example, find that support for environmental initiatives depends strongly on the industrial composition of the local area. Brunner, Ross, and Washington (2011) find that positive economic shocks in general reduce support for redistributive policies. We extend this literature by documenting that an exogenous economic shock stemming from a technological innovation significantly influences elections and political change. Perhaps more important, we show that political change caused by one particular issue (e.g. energy) can lead to large spillovers on unrelated issues (e.g. civil rights).
The next section briefly describes the shale booms and explains why they offer an ideal setting to test how changes in voter preferences affect political outcomes. In Section 3 we describe our data and empirical models. Section 4 reports the results and Section 5 contains a brief conclusion.
SHALE BOOMS AS A SHOCK TO VOTER PREFERENCES
The advent of shale development is one of the single biggest changes in the U.S. economy in the last 20 years. Technological breakthroughs began with natural gas, and then were adapted for oil. Shale development has resulted in rapid increases in both natural gas and oil production. According to the U.S. Energy Information Agency, shale gas production has increased from less than 1% of U.S. production to 39% by 2013. Similarly, shale oil production has increased from 4% of U.S. production to 47%. Shale development is capital intensive, with many wells being required to extract oil and gas reserves. For example, exploration and 6 production companies may spend up to $128 million of capital on land, labor, and equipment to develop a single square mile of a shale formation.
A significant portion of the capital investment on shale directly affects local communities, both as royalty payments to mineral owners and by stimulating job growth. Prior to initiating drilling, a firm must first negotiate with a mineral owner to lease the right to develop their land. Typically these contracts have a large upfront bonus, paid whether or not the well is productive, plus a royalty paid contingent on the value of the oil or gas produced over time.
Across the U.S., communities have experienced significant fast-paced mineral booms. For example, the New Orleans' Times-Picayune (2008) reports that in a matter of a single year bonus payments in the Haynesville Shale increased from a few hundred dollars an acre to $10,000 to $30,000 an acre (plus a 25% royalty). An individual with one square mile (640 acres) leased out at $30,000/acre would receive an upfront payment of $19.2 million, plus a monthly payment equal to 25% of the value of all the gas produced on his lease. The size and scale of these payments distinguish these events from other types of economic growth, as well as other types of natural resource extraction (Glaeser, Kerr, and Kerr (2015) , for example). The media has dubbed those lucky enough to sign these lucrative contracts as "shalionaires."
Shale development also stimulates local job creation and economic activity. Gilje (2014) and Plosser (2014) show that shale booms generate liquidity windfalls for local banks.
Expansion of credit from the booms also stimulates new lending and investment (Gilje, 2014; Gilje, Loutskina, and Strahan, 2015) . As an example, Pennsylvania's Bradford County, in the heart of the Marcellus shale, has had 956 shale wells drilled in it. Personal income has risen 25% since the advent of the shale discovery, while business income has increased by 72%. This experience is not unique to Bradford County. The average shale county in Pennsylvania has 7 experienced a 9% increase in personal income and a 24% increase in business income relative to non-shale counties. The intensity of shale development activity in Pennsylvania is similar to the other major shale formations we focus on in our study: the Woodford ( Focusing on shale development provides a powerful laboratory to test how politics responds to shifts in voter preferences. First, shale development occurred due to an unexpected technology innovation, which is exogenous to the underlying characteristics of our counties. The Barnett Shale in northeast Texas was first drilled by Mitchell Energy in the early 1980s (Yergin, 2011) . Mitchell encountered natural gas shale, which while holding vast reserves, is highly nonporous and thus difficult to extract. After 20 years of experimentation, in 2003 Mitchell Energy found that 'fracking' could break apart shale and free natural gas for collection at the surface. This new idea, which combines horizontal drilling with hydraulic fracturing, spread quickly by making extraction of large reserves from shale economically profitable for the first 1 See, for example, Newsweek (February 22, 2015) "15 New York Towns, Desperate to Frack, Ponder Secession." 8 time. Thus, unlike most change, the shale booms occurred suddenly and unexpectedly. Therefore, we can draw a bright line between the pre-boom and post-boom years; the sharpness of the change increases the power of our empirical tests and allows us to fully absorb unobserved heterogeneity with geographical fixed effects yet still have sufficient within-county variation to get empirical traction.
Second, the effects of the booms are local, as they depend on the presence of economically viable shale resources. Even in Oklahoma, where energy interests would seem to be pervasive, some communities attempted to ban fracking over earthquake concerns. The Oklahoma legislature responded by passing legislation preventing cities and counties from banning drilling activities (Oklahoma Senate Bill 809).
Third, the booms have large effects on political interests, not only because they stimulate investment in the energy sector, but also because they lead to large and persistent wealth windfalls. Landowners in shale-boom areas receive big inflows of wealth, tantamount to thousands of local residents 'winning the lottery,' which earlier studies have shown leads voters to increase support for conservative, low-tax policies (Powdthavee and Oswald, 2014) . That shale booms result in more conservative political attitudes of the electorate is consistent with Brunner, Ross, and Washington (2011) , who find that positive economic shocks in general reduce support for redistributive policies. It is also consistent with empirical evidence that income is a strong predictor of party affiliation (Pew Research Center, 2009 ) and that future income prospects are an important determinant of individual preferences for redistributive policies (e.g., Alesina and La Ferrara, 2005) . 
DATA AND RESEARCH METHODS

Data
We use data for the seven states that have experienced shale booms to date: Arkansas, Louisiana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, and West Virginia. Our data on political outcomes span the years from 1996 to 2012. These years surround the advent of the first use of fracking in 2003, which means that our models compare pre-boom elections outcomes (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) with those happening after the booms (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) . Because each state contains both counties affected and not affected by shale booms, our estimates are of the 'difference-in-differences' form, with non-booming areas acting as the 'control' group.
We analyze three types of outcomes. First, we look at voting results for elections to the U.S. House of Representatives, the U.S. Senate, the Governorship, and the Presidency. Voting results for House elections are measured at the Congressional district level. In the other three cases, voting is measured at county level. Second, we model the probability of a change in incumbency. Third, we explore ratings of members of Congress from seven lobbying organizations representing various interest groups.
Voting records
Data for voting at county and district levels come from the Congressional Quarterly Press Library. Voting data are only available at district level for elections to the House, but are available by county for the other three kinds of elections. We exclude uncontested elections, since in such elections the winning vote share is constrained to 100%.
2 In some models we also control for the share of labor in the energy sector as well as a broader measure of economic 2 We obtain similar and sometimes stronger results if we retain uncontested elections in the sample.
10 outcomes (employment growth). These data are available for county-years from the U.S. Census
Bureau's County Business Patterns. A Congressional district may span several counties, and a county may be part of several Congressional districts. To measure employment at district level, we divide county employment between all of the districts in which that county lies. For example, if a given county lies in two (three, four, …) Congressional districts, each of those districts will receive ½ (⅓, ¼, …) of that county's employment in a given year.
In all our models, we control for aggregate time effects and unobserved geographical heterogeneity. In our models for Senate, gubernatorial and Presidential elections, we remove geographical variation with county fixed effects (since votes are measured by county). In House elections, where measurement occurs by Congressional district, absorbing geographical effects is somewhat more complicated because district boundaries change after redistricting. 3 To do so, we introduce county-level 'synthetic' fixed effects. As with standard fixed effects, we include a distinct variable for each county. These county effects 'turn on' whenever a given county is part of the Congressional district in question. For example, if a given county is covered entirely by just one district, we would set that county's synthetic fixed effect to one in that district and to zero in all other districts, just like standard fixed effects. If, in contrast, a county is part of two (three, four, …) districts, each of these districts will have this county's fixed effect set to ½ (⅓, ¼, …). 4 This procedure allows us to treat unobserved geographical heterogeneity in a consistent manner despite shifting Congressional district boundaries, which would not be possible if we instead used district-level fixed effects.
Individual Roll Call Votes and Interest group ratings
Interest group ratings (other than the ADA score) come from the Congressional Quarterly Press Library. We were provided the ADA scores directly from a representative of the Americans for Democratic Action.
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To assess how individual members of Congress respond to shale booms, we focus first on an overall summary of their roll-call votes. The lobbying organization Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) has rated members of Congress along a liberal-to-conservative continuum since 1947. The ADA determines a set of votes to cover a variety of issues, such as judicial, social, economic, and foreign policy. 6 For each of these votes, ADA then determines which side (yea or nay) reflects the liberal view, and constructs an ADA score for each
Congressional member representing the percentage of times the individual member votes for the liberal side. Thus, the score ranges from 0 to 100, with 100 being most liberal.
these three conservative causes. On the liberal side, we consider three additional groups: The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), which supports civil rights and individual liberties; the Committee on the Political Education of the AFL-CIO (COPE), which reflects the interests of labor and labor unions; and, the League of Conservation Voters (LCV), which reflects the interests of environmental protection. Each liberal score also varies from 0 to 100, with 100
representing the maximum support; hence, a decrease in these scores reflects greater support for conservative causes.
Shale data
Information on shale development comes from Smith International Inc. These data provide details on the time (year), place (county), and type (horizontal or vertical) of all well drilling activity in the United States. We use horizontal wells drilled after the shale technological breakthrough as the key measure of shale development activity, because the majority of horizontal wells in the U.S. drilled after 2002 target shale or other unconventional formations (Gilje, 2014) . To estimate a given district's exposure to shale development, we sum up the total number of shale wells which have been drilled in the counties that are part of a district, and then take the logarithm of the total. For counties that span multiple districts, we allocate wells to congressional districts in the same manner in which we allocate county-level employment to congressional districts (described previously). In Figure 2 , we plot how shale development changes for the average district that experienced shale activity. We consistently include the α t (time effects), which allow unconstrained aggregate changes in the strength of Republican support over time, such as that associated with a Presidential candidate's so-called 'coat tails'. We also include county fixed effects, which account for time invariant differences in support for Republicans. Standard errors are clustered at county level. In addition, we estimate our models with and without two economic control variables; these capture overall economic growth (using employment growth) as well as the importance of the energy sector (using the share of employment in the energy sector). In some models, we also introduce a Republican-Incumbent indicator, along with its interaction with Log (1+Wells). This specification allows us to test whether changes in economic interests that follow shale booms affect the two major parties differently. In the case of Presidential elections, we use the party of the incumbent Governor, since this will provide some cross sectional variation in party strength across the seven states in our sample. For the U.S. House elections, the models are structured similarly but with two differences. First, we replace the county fixed effects with the synthetic county effects described above. Second, we cluster at the Congressional district level (since this is the level at which we measure votes). In both case, Log (1+Wells) is mapped to the outcome based on the relevant geographical unit of analysis.
Empirical Models
Share of Votes to Republican
Defining incumbency needs some elaboration. We switch Republican-Incumbent to one in either of two cases: 1) the incumbent ran for re-election and was Republican; or, 2) the incumbent was Republican but chose not to run. The reason for the second condition is that the decision to run itself may be shaped by political realities that affect an incumbent's likelihood of winning. Special attention also needs to be paid to redistricting. After redistricting, districts sometimes have an incumbent and sometimes don't. Generally, each of the redistricted areas will have at least one of the incumbent Congress members residing in the district. In fact, districts are often gerrymandered to put vulnerable Congress members from the opposition party into unwinnable districts. Generally, Congress members that reside in a district are then assigned as incumbents in those districts (sometimes incumbents can choose in which district they will run). In three cases in our sample, two incumbents were assigned to the same district. If one of these assigned Congress members is Republican, we set Republican-Incumbent to 1. If a district has no incumbent assigned to it after redistricting (we have five of these cases), we set
Republican-Incumbent to 0. 
Probability of Change in Incumbency
To assess whether shale booms affect election winners, we model the probability of a change in incumbency for U.S. House elections with a linear probability model, as follows:
11
Indicator-for-Incumbency-Change i,t = α t + βLog (1+Wells) i,t + Economic Controls
10 Our results are robust to also dropping these observations. 11 We estimate equation (2) with a linear probability model due to the high number of fixed effects.
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+ Synthetic-County Fixed Effects + ε i,t
We focus only on House elections in estimating (2) because the other offices change too infrequently. 12 As above, we also augment this model with Republican-Incumbent and its interaction with Log (1+Wells).
Roll-Call Votes and Interest Group Rating
As noted, we use the ADA score and scores from interest groups to assess individual behavior of House members. These models have the following structure:
In these models we continue to control consistently for both time effects as well as geographical effects to remove time-invariant heterogeneity in local interests. But with these data we can also assess how the results depend on the inclusion or exclusion of individual fixed effects. Including these effects removes all variation at the extensive margin (i.e. variation stemming from changes in election winners) because all of the variation that remains reflects within-individual changes in outcomes. Thus, by comparing results with and without individual fixed effects, we can assess the degree to which politicians themselves change their behavior when local interests shift. We also test whether the effects of Log (1+Wells) depends on the seniority of a given member of Congress or on the closeness of the previous election. (1,165/4,866) . In the booming county-years, the average number of wells drilled is 59.7 (7 at the median). The data are heavily skewed in levels, however, even without the zero observations. In contrast, the log transformation alleviates this problem, with mean and median values close to each other. In assessing statistical significance, a useful benchmark is to consider the effect on political outcomes when we move Log (1+ Wells) from no drilling (its pre-boom value) to its post-boom mean (i.e. when drilling is non-zero), a change of 2.5 at county level (Panel A). The average share of votes to Republicans exceeds 50% in all election types. This comes as no surprise as the states that we study are so-called 'red states', in which Republicans win the majority of votes in all election types (and they also hold the majority of seats).
RESULTS
Summary Statistics
In our models of vote shares and incumbency for U.S. House elections, we analyze data at district rather than county level (Panel B). Since these are larger geographical areas, the share of non-zero shale districts rises to more than 40% (200/498). At this larger level of geographical aggregation, a move from zero to the post-boom average of Log (1+Wells) equals 3.7. Panel B of In Panel B, we see very similar patterns for elections to Governor or President.
Voting and Shale Booms
Specifically, support for Republicans increases with shale booms, but only when the incumbent in power is Democrat. As in Panel A, economic magnitudes are large. For example, when the incumbent is Democrat, the advent of a shale boom increases votes for Republicans by 3.9
percentage points in gubernatorial elections (=1.574*2.5). The change is very large relative to the variation in Republican-Share after removing time and geographical effects (8 percentage points for gubernatorial elections). We see similar effects of shale booms on elections for the President.
Pre-Boom Trends in Voting Patterns
We argue that shale booms change voting preferences, leading to big wins for Republicans. However, one might object that the reverse could explain some of our results: if
Republican candidates support pro-energy policy changes, this might stimulate investments in shale and lead to energy booms. To rule out this interpretation, we test whether voting shares for
Republicans are systematically higher just before the beginning of the shale booms. That is, we test whether trends in voting appear to be parallel for booming and non-booming counties just prior to the advent of booms. Table 2 offers similar evidence to that of Figure 3 using the regression set-up of equation (1). Now, we add indicators set to one in the two election cycles leading up to the first shale well development. The indicators are set to zero for all other observations. It is important to note that shale discoveries occur at different points in time, so the pre-boom indicators are set to one in different years depending on the exact timing of a shale discovery.
We find that these indicators are never significant, either individually or jointly. Moreover, we find that adding these has almost no impact on the point estimate for Log (1 + Wells) and its interaction with Republican-Incumbent. Overall, these results provide no evidence of reverse 20 causality: that is, shale booms lead to increased support for Republicans, but the reverse does not hold. Table 3 reports estimates of the probability of a change in incumbency (equation 2). As in The results suggest that the shift in voting patterns translates into a large change in incumbency, and that the effect is driven by changes from a Democrat incumbent to a Republican election winner. In the simple model (column 1), the coefficient on Log (1 + Wells)
Incumbency and Shale Booms
suggests that the overall probability of a change increases by 13 percentage points (=0.035*3.7).
This almost doubles the unconditional transition probability of 16 percentage points (recall Table   1 ). Moreover, as with the voting data, the effect is dominated by transitions from Democrats to Republicans (columns 3 & 4) . When a Democrat holds the incumbency, the probability of transition rises by 23 percentage points (=0.061*3.7). 
Interest Group Ratings and Shale Booms
Tables 4A and 4B report estimates of changes in voting behavior by individual House members. We report models for the ADA score (Table 4A) , which captures overall voting behavior on a conservative (most conservative ADA = 0) to liberal scale (most liberal ADA = 100). We then report similar models for three liberal and three conservative interest groups (Table 4B ). These latter results allow us to assess whether shifts in preferences stemming from one kind of shock -shale booms -spill over into other policy decisions. Table 4A reports eight specifications for the ADA score. The first two (with and without economic controls) control only for fixed time and geographical heterogeneity. Thus, these models leave variation coming from the extensive margin (transitions) in the model. The last six specifications take out variation at the extensive margin by adding individual fixed effects. In these models we also introduce the seniority of each House member, along with its interaction with Log (1+Wells). Adding this variable allows us to test whether a House member's reputation -based on the number of years spent voting on various issues -constrains his or her ability to adjust to changing voter preferences. We model seniority either with a linear specification or by taking the log of the number of terms in Congress.
We find, consistent with the election results, very strong evidence that shale booms reduce support for liberal causes and increase support for conservative ones. As a summary, the ADA score falls by almost 10 points (= -2.641 *3.7) when a county moves from pre-boom to the 22 average value of Log (1+Wells) in the post-boom years. This change is meaningful relative to the overall variation in ADA (standard deviation = 38 points), but a better benchmark is to compare this 10-point change with the amount of variation in ADA scores after removing the time and geographical fixed effects (root mean square error = 20 points).
From Table 4B , we find that support for liberal causes falls, even those that would seem to have little to do with energy policies, such as civil rights. For example, the ACLU score drops by 15 points (= -3.997 * 3.7), a very large drop relative to its root mean squared error of 18 points. Conversely, support for conservative causes increases consistently.
Once we control for individual fixed effects, all of the coefficients on Log (1 + Wells)
fall, and most fall very substantially. For example, the effect of shale booms on the ADA score fall from -2.641 to -0.427 (compare column 1 with column 3 in Table 4A ). Notice that the coefficient with individual effects is measured quite precisely -the standard error equals 0.684.
So, lack of power is not the reason for the decline in statistical significance. The only exception across the other measures is the CCUS score (Table 4B , column 5), which continues to be affected significantly by shale booms, even after stripping out individual fixed effects (although its magnitudes drops by 30%). In columns (5)- (8) of Table 4A , we test whether seniority affects politicians' responses to shale booms. In the model with linear specification, we find no interaction between seniority and shale booms. In the model with Log (Seniority), we find that less senior politicians are more prone to change their views in the advent of shale booms than more senior politicians, consistent with the idea that it is difficult to credibly commit to new policy after having staked out positions in the past.
Do Marginal Candidates change their behavior?
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We have shown that election outcomes change dramatically following shale booms toward Republican (and conservative) candidates, leading to large election losses among Democrats. Within individual, however, we find little effect of shale booms on voting records.
These results together suggest that most politicians hold fast to their ideology and as a result many lose power. But some Democrats do not lose power. Do these survivors change their voting behavior? Panel A of Table 5 addresses this question by conditioning the sample on political party and re-estimating the within-individual models for the ADA voting score. This analysis shows no evidence that marginal candidates alter their voting records toward more conservative positions.
To avoid a possible selection bias, Panel B of Table 5 considers the ADA scores for marginal candidates without conditioning on party. Instead, we introduce an interaction of Log (1 + Wells) with measures of the closeness of the previous election. If the past election was close, we would expect a greater response within individual politicians to changes in voter preferences elicited by shale booms. Following Lee, Moretti, and Butler (2004) , we define close elections as those in which the winner received strictly less than 52% of the vote. To investigate how politicians' behavior changes in the vicinity of the 52% threshold, we additionally build an indicator variable for elections in which the winner received between 52% and 54% of the vote.
The evidence we find is mixed. In the specification that conditions only on elections in which the winner received less than 52% of the vote, closeness does not significantly interact with Log (1 + Wells). This interaction does become significant, however, in the specification that also includes the indicator for elections in which the winner received between 52% and 54% of the vote.
Overall, there is little evidence that politicians change their voting behavior in response to shale booms, even when those politicians risk losing power.
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CONCLUSIONS
In 2003 Mitchell oil demonstrated the economic utility of hydraulic fracturing to extract gas and oil from shale reserves. This new technology spurred an unexpected economic boom that brought large wealth windfalls to local landowners. Consistent with past research, we find that this positive wealth shock led voters to increase their support for conservative, Republican candidates. We show that almost all of the adjustments to these exogenous changes in taste occur at the extensive margin, as Democrats lose seats to Republicans. The effects are so large that by 2012, 80% of House seats were held by Republicans, up from a little more than 50% before the booms. In non-shale areas located nearby (same state), Republicans hold a little more than half of the seats throughout the period. As a result, voting records of representatives elected from boom districts become sharply more conservative on a variety of issues. A shock to political preferences from one kind of shock (energy development) spills over into other arenas (civil rights, labor policies, tax policies).
Despite these seismic changes in political outcomes, we find almost no evidence that individual politicians alter their voting positions to cater to shifting local interests. This lock-in may happen because past votes constrain a politician's ability to commit to new policies in the future. However, reputational lock-in would suggest that a politician's flexibility -her ability to change voting positions as circumstances change -ought to decline with seniority. We find some evidence for this mechanism. At the same time, we find no robust evidence that politicians the scores of six special interest groups, based on roll-call votes of U.S. House members on our measure of shale booms = log (1+Wells). The scores range from 0 to 100, with 100 meaning most liberal for the ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union), the LCV (League of Conservation Voters) and the COPE (Committee on the Political Education of the AFL-CIO), and 100 meaning most conservative for the ACU (American Conservative Union), CCUS (US Chamber of Commerce) and NTU (National Taxpayers Union). Data are from Arkansas, Louisiana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, and West Virginia measured at the individual Congress member level, spanning the years from 1996 to 2012. We include fixed time and geographic effects in all models. Standard errors are clustered at the district level.
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